Abstract. Product configuration system, being a knowledge intensive system, plays an important role in order to realize Mass Customization. The Platformbased generic product configuration tool(PB-GPCT) being developed by Institute of Design for Innovation, Hebei University of Technology. PB-GPCT is a structure-based and domain independent configuration tool. For the realization of PB-GPCT, UML is chosen to construct the configuration model and OCL(Object Constraint Language) to express constraints. In order to manage the constraints of product easily, the approach of checking consistency of configuration model is presented. The theory of constraints hierarchies is introduced into the system of PB-GPCT in order to express customer requirements of different levels.
Introduction
Nowadays, companies must shorten product cycles and can meet individual customer's requirements at a lower price in order to survive. Product configuration is a common method which is employed to realize mass customization. Mittal & Frayman defines configuration as a form of design, which selects assembly of components from a set of pre-defined components to meet customer's requirements [1] . "The result of each configuration will be a model of the configured product, configured product model [2] ." So that configuration is to instantiate configuration model using pre-defined components. Configuration model is the product model which is scoped within the conceptualization of configuration domain [3] .
Distinguishing with other definitions, the platform-based configuration model is defined as follows:
CM= ({C 1 ,…, Cn}{P 1 ,…,P m }{R 1 ,…,R s }). C i is the element of the configuration model which is called component type; P i is the platform which is composed of component instances; R i is the constraints among platforms and component types. This paper is organized into 4 sections. In section 1, the definition of platformbased configuration model is introduced. In section 2, the approach of representing configuration model is presented. In section 3, the algorithm of checking configuration model consistency is proposed. Lastly, the approach of constructing configuration model is discussed.
Representation of configuration model
In this paper UML is employed to express the configuration models for the following reasons [4] : 1. UML (Unified Modeling Language) is the leading industrial object-oriented modeling language for software engineering. 2. UML is extensible for domain-specific purposes, for the semantics of the basic modeling concepts can be further refined in order to be able to provide domainspecific modeling concepts. 3. The Object Constraint Language (OCL) being a built-in constraint language can perfectly describe the constraints about the objects in the model.
The elements of configuration model
According to the definition of configuration model stated above, the elements include Component type, Component instance, Relations, Rules and Platforms. Part of configuration model of configurable pc is showed in Fig. 1 . Relations. The taxonomies of relations are Part-of and Is-a. ComponentA part-of componentB means that componentB is part of componentA, e.g. CPU, VideoCard and HD-Unit are parts of MotherBoard. ComponentB Is-a componentA means that componentB is a kind of componentA, e.g. IDE-Unit and SCSI-Unit are two kinds of HD-Unit.
Rules. Rules not only include the constraints among component types, but also include the constraints among component instances. The taxonomies of constraints are unary, binary, global and incrementally constraints [5] .
Platform. Platform consists of common elements from which a range of products can be derived. For a configurable PC, the platform elements are MotherBoard and CPU. Sales engineer first selects platform (determine the MotherBoard and CPU) according to customers requirements, then based on the platform other components are configured.
The Object Constraint Language
We select OCL to express constraints among components for the following reasons [6] :
(1)OCL is a formal language which is easy to read and write for users.
(2)OCL is a pure specification language; therefore, an OCL expression is guaranteed to be without side effects. When an OCL expression is evaluated, it simply returns a value. It cannot change anything in the model.
OCL is a typed language so that each OCL expression has a type. Examples of the operations on the predefined types are showed in table1. Collection types are also supported besides predefined types, the operations frequently used are select(), reject(), size() etc. 
Constraint hierarchies
Constraint hierarchies theory is presented by Alan Borning [7] . A labeled constraint is defined as: a constraint labeled with strength, written sc, where s is strength and c is a constraint. A constraint hierarchy is defined as a multiset of labeled constraints. Given a constraint hierarchy H, H 0 denotes the required constraints in H. In the same way, the sets H 1 , H 2 , Hn for levels 1, 2,…, n. For k>n ,H k =φ. Constraints H are also called hard constraints, and constraints H 1 , H 2 ,…,H n are called soft constraints. The constraints hierarchies are divided into required, strong, medium, weak and weakest [8] .
We introduced the constraint hierarchies into configuration system in order to express the customer's requirements of different levels. The constraints are divided into five levels, required, strong, medium, weak and weakest, and each constraint has a weight associated with it. At the same time, the OCL is expanded to express the constraint hierarchies and the following is an example.
Context MotherBoard inv: Self.CPUPortType = CPU.PortType required 1 The keyword Context introduces the constraints belong to which components. In this example, the constraint is belong to the component MotherBoard. The keyword inv denotes stereotypes of the constraints. For inv, the constraint must be true when the component is instantiated. This constraint means the selected MotherBoard's port type must be in line with the port type of CPU which is chosen. The keyword required indicates the level of the constraint. The value "1" is the weight of this rule, and the scope of weight is between 0 and 1.
Writing constraints in OCL is a time consuming and an error prone task. So that we developed an edit window which is showed in Fig. 2 . The main function of this window is lexical analysis, syntactic analysis and semantic of analysis [9] . Utilizing this window, users can easily write correct constraints for the configuration model. 
Component consistency
We define function ( , ) Sat H θ as follows: The indegree of component C is two too and there are two paths, namely, P 1 =A→B→C and P 2 =G→C. However, there is no cross component between these two paths, we call it parallel path. It is unnecessary to check consistency of parallel path.
Configuration model consistency
M.Wahler [10] defines that a UML/OCL model M is strongly-consistent if and only if there exists a state in which all classes of M are instantiated. The state of a given UML/OCL model can potentially contain an infinite number of objects, however the state of a given configuration model contains a finite number of component instances. Consequently, we only discuss the problem of finite states. Configuration model CM is consistency if and only if all the components and paths is consistency.
Constructing the configuration model
For customers the process of configuration is to instantiate the elements of configuration model. Configuration model is constructed by product engineer. The proposed development process for constructing configuration model is shown in Fig 6 and it is divided into six steps. (1) Firstly, the platform of the product is designed by platform designer. (2)The product engineers build the product tree. The product tree is composed of components type. (3)In terms of component type of the product tree, the component instances are created. (4)According to the platform designed at first step, input the platform elements into the product tree and the configuration model is constructed. (5)The consistency of the configuration model has to be checked. The consistency checking has to be done repeatedly to ensure the configuration model is consistent. (6)All the elements have to be stored into Database which is called knowledge base. 
Conclusion and future works
In this paper, the configuration model of platform-base configuration system is presented. PB-GPCT has been developed utilizing the theory stated above and has been applied to TIANJIN NO. 2 MACHINE TOOL CO., LTD. The main GUI of PB-GPCT is showed in Fig. 7 . But a lot of effort have to be done in the future, for example, the evaluation of configuration, automatic configuration etc.
